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Officer Appointments
No nominations or requests were received in response to the solicitation 

email. 

2020

 President :  Warren Hurd

 Vice-President:  Glenn Hunt

 Treasurer: Sindie Hurd

 Secretary:  Lenny Weiser

 At Large: Jeff Martin

2021

 President:  Lenny Weiser

 Vice-President: Glenn Hunt

 Treasurer:  Warren Hurd

 Secretary:  Bruce Norlund

 At Large: Jeff Martin



Drop Tank Derby
Andy Gelston



How it works

 Teams of young people design and build their own ultralight aircraft

 Similar to Soapbox Derby

 Judging based on quality of construction and performance

 How long does it take for a team to learn, design and build?

 Liability:  What happens if…



My Brake Pedal Journey



My journey begins on Print #8: Controls

…and of course, like everything else on this 

project the prints were of little help.

The prints don’t address brakes at all!

The depicted rudder pedal is too short 

and has no toe brake option.

So…



So I got some old unused inventory from 

Loehle Aircraft – sight unseen.

Check out that print! 

All that just for a pedal!

I really liked the pedals, but they did not

have a toe brake.

Still, I was determined to use them.



I’m thinking to myself, “This should not 

be that hard.”

 Confusing guidance

 Nothing well documented

 Manufacturers talk in abstract terms

 Kit makers have (sometimes) figured it out

 Plans builders are left trying to figure this out for themselves

 Standard parts don’t exist that will fit your application

 Certified parts are too heavy, and don’t fit your application

 And then there’s “Internet advice”…



My first stop for information was my 

text mentor: Tony Bingelis



The Guidance From Matco



The Guidance from Grove



Now this is an opportunity for some 

math! Where to place the hinge point?

What if brake pressure is applied while the pedal is 

pressed  - as in turning.

As the pedal is depressed the point of pressure moves

along a parabolic path.

Once the hinge point is determined then we should be

able to make the 2:1 horizonal-to-vertical  and the

2.5:1 mechanical advantage dimensions.

But how far to depress the toe pedal to get that?

Matco says that with hydraulic fluid in the MC

there is a 1.33” maximum piston travel.

So, at what angle to the hinge point should we get to 

that 1.33” vertical travel?



With some research I found:



So now I had an idea, so I started 

searching the Internet for pictures

First stop: Fisher Flying Products

Worthless.  No dimensional integrity.

“After my third call to them I decided 

not to call any more because I knew 

more about the airplane than they did.”

-Dave Murphy



Some Celebrity Builders

Phil Ritchie - Australia Simone del Lungo - Italy

Dave Murphy – Fitchburg, MA



Zenith



Van’s



But I still wanted to use my Loehle pedals.

After 4 prototypes I settled on this one:

Specifications:

Overall Height:  12.5”

Rudder Pedal Ht: 8.5”

Hinge Point:  8.6875”

Toe Ht:  3.625”

Piston Distance:  1.125”

Mechanical Advantage:  3.22

Max Toe Deflection:  56.1°

Max Rudder Deflection:
Forward:  28.9°
Aft (Towards Pilot): 33.1°

Weight: 1.5 lbs


